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S H ER PA

YACHT

Napoli, İtalya merkezli Arcadia Yachts 2008’de 
“ekolojik bir hayal”den yola çıkarak kuruldu. 

Arcadia, pastoralizm ve doğa ile uyum vizyonu-
na atıfta bulunan Yunan kökenli bir kavram. Latin-
cede “pastoral ütopya” anlamına gelen kelimenin şi-
irsel ve mitolojik bir boyutu da var. İtalyan üreticinin 
modelleri de bu vizyonla uyumlu özellikler taşıyor. 

In 2008, a group of  yachting industry 
executives following an “Ecological Dream” 
founded Arcadia Yachts, naming the shipyard 
for a mythological place where human can live in 
harmony with the spirit of  nature around them. 
The Italian manifacturer's productions carries this 
vision all over the world.



-

with a total of  221 square meters of  indoor and outdoor living spaces. 
Designed for yachtsmen who want to hold long cruises, host parties or 
spend time with family and friends, the yacht was the winner of  the "Best 

to experience the sea" and the "Renaissance of  the boat". The Arcadia 

for accommodation from the sun.
The importance and care given to spaciousness is emphasized in 

compromising luxury and comfort on the yacht are perfect for hosting 

the meeting point for the guests with the sea and the sun. The voice of  the 

part of  the design. Of  course, a relaxing sun deck is present for sun lovers.
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-

Bir "cep megayat" olarak tasarlanan Sherpa 80 

-

The last member of  the Sherpa series, this special 
design was developed in collaboration with the Hot Lab 
design studio. Strong interaction with the environment is also 

furniture pieces in a minimalistic and basic style, where 
simple geometries emphasize volumes, makeing the most of  
the available space and offering the highest possible comfort.

heralds a new concept with its design that makes the most 
of  its compact footprint. Innovative models are expected in 
2022 from Arcadia Yachts, whose Turkey representative is 
Tezmarin.
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